BWS-3: The Tri-Square™ Big Wrench

Features & Benefits:

- **Non-conductive Patented Handle** – *Up to 30% Lighter*
- **Stainless Steel Sockets** to Enhance Durability and Minimize Rusting
- **3-in-1 Socket Wrench** fits:
  - 1/2” Lag bolts (Hard Heads)
  - 5/8”, 3/4”, & 1/2” square headed bolts and nuts
- **Bolt-thru Design**
- **Ratchet Mechanism with Reversing Control**
- **Rubber Grip** for Comfortable & Secure Hold
- **Built In Safety Lanyard Hole** for Tethering Where Required
- **Tapered Handle** for Easy Storage in Belt or Bucket
- **High Visibility MADI Green**

*Up to 30% Lighter & Non-conductive*